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Abstract: Common chronic pain conditions are expensive
and pervasive, affect at least 116 million American adults at
an annual cost of $560 billion in direct medical treatment
costs and lost productivity, and disproportionately affect
vulnerable populations. Pain is the primary reason patients
seek medical care, and as the first point of contact, primary
care providers (PCPs) deliver the majority of that care. But
PCPs face many challenges in managing patients’ care and
often have little specific training in pain medicine. Yet with
proper system support, PCPs are in the best position to
coordinate long-term pain management.

PPACT is a large mixed-methods, pragmatic, clusterrandomized clinical trial conducted in 3 regions of
Kaiser Permanente health systems. PPACT is evaluating
the integration of multidisciplinary services within the
primary care environment compared with usual care in
these settings. The trial combines a number of treatment
approaches, including physical therapy and psychological
interventions. Patients will be supported in taking a more
active role in managing their pain, and primary care
providers will receive additional support and guidance in
treating patients with chronic pain.

Intervention Description
Patient identification/referral

PCP Component:

Comprehensive intake evaluation by
Care Manager Team (CMT) including
nurse, behavioral specialist, physical
therapist & pharmacy consultant

CMT communicates
patient-specific
treatment plan to PCP

PCP referral for
ancillary services
& follow-up
communication
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Case management
follow-up
Periodic
reevaluation
& revision of
treatment plan
at mid and end
of program

Individual
coaching
contacts
(as needed)

Group series
(12 sessions,
2 hours
every week)

• Brief, 1-page summary of intake &
discharge assessment provided
to & discussed with PCP
• Dashboard of all assessment info
documented in chart (linked from
problem list)
• Weekly progress notes from
PPACT interaction with patient
• PCP expected to make outreach
call to patients at program
onset (template to guide PCP
communication with patient)

Intervention
~4 months in
duration

What We’ve Learned So Far
Level of Difficulty

Current Barriers
1

2

4

5

Enrollment and engagement of patients/
subjects

X

X

Engagement of clinicians and health systems

X

Data collection and merging datasets

X

Regulatory issues (IRBs and consent)

X

3

X

X

Stability of control intervention
Implementing/delivering intervention across
healthcare organizations

X

X

X

1 = little difficulty
5 = extreme difficulty

Challenge

Solution

Intervention is in primary care setting where
schedules are busy and space is tight

Teamed with clinicians to understand workflow and schedule
study-related patient visits during slower clinic periods and held
patient visits in less conventional ways (after hours, groups met in
lobby spaces).

Need to understand not only the “what” but
also the “how” of a clinically important question

The researcher, as an outsider, needs to understand whether the
intervention is intended to replace poorly functioning existing
services or to fill a gap in available care. Implications are different
for how to involve clinical and operational stakeholders in the
process of ensuring smooth implementation.

Patient-reported outcomes, such as the Brief
Pain Inventory, were not embedded in the EHR
system to allow extraction from the record

Required building an enhanced infrastructure for quarterly
patient-reported outcomes (PRO) data collection designed to be
as easily scalable as possible. For example, reliance on patient
health record and interactive voice response systems in clinic use
and reserving person-based outreach only when the patient did
not engage with automated outreach.
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